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EluneVision’s Reference Studio 4K Tab-Tension screens are designed 
to be hung from the wall, fixed to the ceiling or even hang from a chain.

Installation of the screen is easy and extremely fast. The screen 
come with a rail-mounting system, which means you have the 
freedom to place the mounts where you want. This greatly simplifies

Designed with Installation Versatility in Mind

Superior Value
The value of the Reference Studio 4K series is far superior to that of our competitors. We offer the same video performance with much greater 
quality for less than a third of our competitors’ prices. In terms of value and performance, the Reference Studio 4K line stands alone.
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Tension force of the screen can be adjusted in a few easy steps
Screen material is rolled onto a large diameter roller tube making the screen 
surface flatter, as the tube’s curvature is reduced   
Asymmetrical tube eliminates indentations at regular intervals which other  
manufacturers’ screens suffer from
Elastic material, allowing the tensioning system to keep the screen flat, year 
after year
Heavy weight bar is used at the bottom, ensuring strong vertical tensioning

For the video connoisseur who needs a motorized screen, the only choice 
would be a tensioned screen, as flatness is key to preserving the media the 
way it was meant to be seen. A surface that is wrinkle-free and without any 
distortions is the ideal to which a movie will be projected. This is where the 
Pure-Flat Tab-Tensioning system really shines.
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Pure-Flat Tab-Tensioning System

12V Wireless Trigger Capability
Numerous screens come with a standard 12V trigger port, but the 
problem with that is a 12V trigger wire will have to be connected from 
the screen to the projector. This is not only a hassle, but in many 
cases not a practical solution.

The wireless 12V trigger transmitter is the logical solution to 
eliminating the cable problem. Simply plug the wireless trigger into 
the trigger port of your projector, and the projector will now control 
the up and down operation of the screen. The Reference Studio 
4K Tab-Tensioned screen will seamlessly integrate with any trigger-
port ready projectors. This solution is elegant in that no wires are 
needed, saving both time and money.

installation and shortens setup time. The mounting brackets support ceiling mounting, chain mounting and wall mounting. Furthermore, all our 
screens come with remote control, wall panel control and 110V power plug for plug and play operation.

Three Year Warranty
The EluneVision Reference Studio 4K Tab Tension Screen is backed with a 3 year warranty against manufacturer defects, giving you piece 
of mind for your high-performance investment.
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High Definition Format (16:9)

106” 92” 52”

112” 98” 55” 112”

120” 105” 59” 119”

135” 118” 66” 132”

92” 80” 45” 95”

Viewable Size 
(Diagonal)* Viewable Width Viewable Height Housing Length Tension Bar Length

*Custom sizes also available - talk to your EluneVision screen dealer for pricing and availability
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